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Multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) is a well-known phenomenon occurring when charged particles
traverse materials. Measurements of muons traversing low Z materials made in the MuScat experiment
showed that theoretical models and simulation codes, such as GEANT4 (v7.0), over-estimated the scattering.
The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) measured the cooling of a muon beam traversing a
liquid hydrogen or lithium hydride (LiH) energy absorber as part of a programme to develop muon
accelerator facilities, such as a neutrino factory or a muon collider. The energy loss and MCS that occur in
the absorber material are competing effects that alter the performance of the cooling channel. Therefore
measurements of MCS are required in order to validate the simulations used to predict the cooling
performance in future accelerator facilities. We report measurements made in the MICE apparatus of MCS
using a LiH absorber and muons within the momentum range 160 to 245 MeV=c. The measured RMS
scattering width is about 9% smaller than that predicted by the approximate formula proposed by the
Particle Data Group, but within the latter’s stated uncertainty. Data at 172, 200 and 240 MeV=c are
compared to the GEANT4 (v9.6) default scattering model. These measurements show agreement with this
more recent GEANT4 (v9.6) version over the range of incident muon momenta.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.106.092003

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) describes the multi-
ple interactions of charged particles in the Coulomb field
of the nuclei and electrons of a material. Rossi and Greisen
derived a simple expression for the root-mean-square
(RMS) scattering angle in the small angle approximation
[1] by integrating the Rutherford cross section [2]. The
mean square scattering angle hθ2i after multiple collisions
traversing a thickness dz of material can be expressed as a
function of radiation length X0

dhθ2i
dz

¼ E2
s

p2β2
1

X0

; ð1Þ

where Es ¼ 21.2 MeV=c, p is the momentum of the
charged particle and β its speed in units of the speed of
light, c. The projection of the scattering angle onto a plane
containing the incident track gives the RMS projected
scattering angle θ0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hθ2=2i

p
[3]

θ0 ¼
14.85 MeV=c

pβ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δz
X0

s
: ð2Þ

Molière [4,5] developed a theory of MCS based on the
scattering of fast charged particles from atomic nuclei that
showed good agreement with data. Bethe [6] improved the
treatment by taking into account interactions with electrons
within the atom. The theory was subsequently improved by
Fano [7] to account for elastic and inelastic scattering.
Most of the models of MCS mentioned above reproduce

data very well [8] for small angle scatters and when the
atomic number, Z, of the target nuclei is large. Highland [9]
compared the Molière theory with the simple formula
by Rossi and Greisen Eq. (1), and found a distinct Z
dependence of the value of Es. As a consequence, Highland
recommended that a logarithmic term be added to the
Rossi-Greisen formula to improve the agreement with
Molière’s theory, especially at low Z such as for liquid
hydrogen or lithium hydride. The formula for θ0, the RMS
width of the Gaussian approximation for the central 98% of
the projected scattering angle distribution on a plane, was
reviewed by Lynch and Dahl [10] and is now recommended
by the Particle Data Group [3] as

θ0 ¼
13.6 MeV=c

pβ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δz
X0

s �
1þ 0.038 ln

Δz
X0β

2

�
; ð3Þ
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claimed to be accurate to 11% over the full range of
values of Z.
Multiple scattering has not been well modeled for low Z

materials in standard simulations. Data collected by the
MuScat experiment [8] indicate that GEANT4 v7.0 [11] and
the Molière model overestimate MCS for these materials.
However, a simple Monte Carlo method, which samples the
Wentzel scattering cross section [12] to generate the MCS
distributions, was shown by Carlisle and Cobb in [13] to
agree very well with muon scattering data from the MuScat
experiment. Since the time of MuScat, GEANT4 has evolved
through several versions and the comparison to data made
in this analysis uses GEANT4 v9.6.
Emittance is a measure of the average spread of particle

coordinates in position and momentum phase space and
has dimensions of length times angle, e.g., mm · radians,
usually written as just mm. The Muon Ionization Cooling
Experiment (MICE) made measurements of emittance
reduction in low Z absorbers, i.e., those materials that
can be used to reduce muon-beam emittance via ionization
cooling [14], thus providing the first observation of the
ionization cooling process [15] that can be used to cool
beams of muons for a neutrino factory [16] or a muon
collider [17–20]. The normalized transverse emittance of
the MICE muon beam [21] is reduced due to energy loss
and increased by the scattering in the absorber material.
The rate of change in the normalized emittance, ϵn, [14] is
given by

dϵn
dz

≈ −
ϵn
pμβ

�
dEμ

dz

�
þ β⊥pμ

2mμ

dθ20
dz

; ð4Þ

where dEμ

dz is the energy loss of muons per unit distance,
mμ the muon mass, pμ the muon momentum and β⊥ the
betatron function.
To make accurate predictions of the emittance in the

absorber materials, the model in the simulation must be
validated. This is particularly important for the prediction of
the equilibrium emittance, the case when dϵn=dz ¼ 0 and

ϵn ¼
β⊥p2

μβ

2mμ

dθ20
dz

�
dEμ

dz

�
−1
: ð5Þ

This provides the minimum emittance for which cooling is
effective and is lowest for low Z absorbers. There is thus
great interest in performing a detailed measurement of MCS
of muons traversing low Z absorbers, such as liquid hydro-
gen or lithium hydride (LiH). Here, we report the first
measurement of MCS of muons in lithium hydride in the
muonmomentum range 160 to 245 MeV=c, using theMICE
apparatus. Accurate MCS modeling will ensure design
studies for future facilities are as informative as possible
[22]. This paper is divided as follows: Sec. II outlines the
MICE experiment, describes the analysis method and defines
the relevant measurement angles, Sec. III describes the data
collected and the event selection and Sec. IV describes the
data deconvolution method and the multiple scattering
results, with a final short conclusion in Sec. V.

II. METHOD

The MICE configuration for the MCS measurements
presented here consisted of two scintillating fiber trackers,
one upstream (US) and one downstream (DS) of a lithium
hydride absorber. Each tracker contained five stations, each
composed of three planes of scintillating fiber employing
120° stereo views, immersed in helium gas [23]. Thin
aluminum windows separated the helium volume from the
vacuum containing the absorber. The tracker position
resolution was determined to be 470 μm [24]. The solenoid
magnets surrounding the trackers were turned off for these
measurements to allow straight-track reconstruction of the
muons before and after the absorber.
The muon beam was generated by protons with a kinetic

energy of 700 MeV at the STFC Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory ISIS synchrotron facility [21,25] impinging
on a titanium target [26,27]. The beam line is described
in [21].
A schematic diagram of the MICE cooling channel and

detectors is shown in Fig. 1. A time of flight (TOF) system,
consisting of three detectors (TOF0 and TOF1 upstream
and TOF2 downstream of the apparatus), was used to
measure the momentum of reconstructed muons [28]. The
Cherenkov detector, preshower system (KL) and electron-
muon ranger (EMR) were used to confirm the TOF’s
particle identification performance [21,29,30]. The MICE
coordinate system is defined with þz pointing along the

FIG. 1. Schematic of the MICE cooling channel. The spectrometer solenoids and focus coils were not powered during the
measurements described here. A variable thickness diffuser upstream of the trackers was fully retracted during the measurements.
Acronyms are defined in the text.
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beam direction toward the downstream region,þy pointing
upward andþx defined to be consistent with a right-handed
coordinate system.
The MICE LiH absorber was a disk, 65.37� 0.02 mm

thick (along the z-axis) and 550 mm in diameter. The
absorber was coated with a thin parylene layer to prevent
the ingress of water or oxygen. The composition of the LiH
disk by weight was 81% 6Li, 4% 7Li and 14% 1H with some
trace amounts of carbon, oxygen and calcium. The density
of the disk was measured to be 0.6957� 0.0006 g=cm3,
and the radiation length was calculated to be 70.38 g=cm2.
Multiple scattering is characterized using either the

three-dimensional (3D) angle between the initial and final
momentum vectors, θScatt, or the 2D projected angle of
scattering. The projected angles between the track vectors
in the x-z (θY) and y-z (θX) planes of the experimental
coordinate system can be used, but these are only the true
projected angles if the incident muon has no component of
momentum in a direction perpendicular to these planes, i.e.,
the y or x direction respectively. To obtain the correct
projected angle, a plane of projection must be defined for
each incoming muon. The rotation calculated about an axis
in the plane defined for each incoming muon is, to a very
good approximation, the rotation around the specified axis.
The precise definitions of θX and θY are given in the
Appendix.
Table I shows the expected RMS projected scattering

angles, θ0, obtained using Eq. (3), for the LiH absorber and
the material in each of the trackers. The number of radiation
lengths traversed by a muon as it passes through the
absorber was larger than that which it traversed as it passed
through the trackers hence the majority of the scattering
occurs in the absorber. Nevertheless the scattering in the
trackers is significant and must be corrected for.

III. DATA SELECTION AND RECONSTRUCTION

A coincidence of two PMTs firing in TOF1 was used to
trigger readout of the detector system including the
trackers. The muon rate was such that only a single incident
particle was observed in the apparatus per readout. Data
reconstruction and simulation were carried out using MAUS

(MICE Analysis and User Software) v3.3.2 [31] (which
uses GEANT4 v9.6.p02). Position and angle reconstruction
was performed using data from the MICE trackers while
momentum reconstruction was performed using data from
the TOF detectors.

A. Position and angle reconstruction

Space points were created from the signals generated in
the three scintillating fiber planes contained in a tracker
station. Multiple space points that formed a straight line
through the tracker were associated together. Space points
that did not match a possible track were rejected. A Kalman
filter [32] was used to provide an improved estimate of the
track position and angle in each tracker at the plane nearest
to the absorber.
An upstream track was required for the event to be

considered for analysis, with a minimum of three space
points among the five stations of the upstream tracker. No
requirement was made on the presence of a downstream
track. All scattering distributions were normalized to the
number of upstream tracks selected in the analysis. The
efficiency of the trackers has been shown to be very close to
100% [33].
A residual misalignment between the upstream and

downstream trackers was corrected by rotating all upstream
tracks by a fixed angle in the range 1–7 mrad. The final
uncertainty in the rotation angles following the alignment
procedure was 0.07 mrad.

B. Momentum reconstruction

Time of flight was used to measure the momentum of the
muon at the absorber. Two time of flight measurements
were used, designated as TOF01, the time of flight between
TOF0 and TOF1, and TOF12, the time of flight between
TOF1 and TOF2. The average momentum between time of
flight detectors was calculated by evaluating

p ¼ mμcffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2μ
t2e
− 1

q − ΔpBB − pMC; ð6Þ

TABLE I. Material budget affecting particles passing through the MICE LiH absorber. The material thickness normalized by the
radiation length is given with the RMS width of the scattering distribution calculated from the full PDG formula [3] in Eq. (3). Note that
the thickness shown for the tracker materials (He, Al windows, and scintillating fibers) includes both trackers.

θ0 (mrad)

Material z (cm) z=X0 ρ (g cm−3) 172 MeV=c 200 MeV=c 240 MeV=c

Tracker He 226 0.00030 1.663 × 10−4 1.09 0.91 0.73
Al Window 0.032 0.0036 2.699 4.31 3.58 2.89
Scintillating Fibers 1.48 0.036 1.06 14.9 12.4 10.0
Total Tracker 0.038 15.8 13.2 10.6
LiH 6.5 0.0641 0.6957 21.3 17.7 14.3
Total with LiH 0.1058 29.9 24.8 20.0
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which assumes the mass of the electron to be ≈0 and where
tμ is the time of flight of the muon and te is the average
time of flight of positrons (te ¼ 25.40 ns for TOF01 and
27.38 ns for TOF12). ΔpBB was an additional term which
accounted for the Bethe-Bloch most probable energy loss
[34] of the muon as it passes through matter and was
chosen to yield an optimal reconstructed momentum at the
center of the absorber. When measuring the momentum
using TOF01, accounting for the material upstream of
the LiH absorber, ΔpBB was of order ∼25 MeV=c (the
correction varied as a function of muon momentum and was
calculated separately for each selected sample of muons).
pMC accounted for the bias between the reconstructed
and true momentum observed in the Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation; this arises primarily due to the simplifying
assumptions intrinsic to Eq. (6), e.g., that the path length
between the TOF detectors can be approximated to the
straight line on-axis distance between the two detectors
when in fact the particle’s trajectory may have curved
through various magnetic fields or scattered in material.
pMC was used when calculating the momentum with
both TOF01 and TOF12 and the correction, pMC, was
∼2–6 MeV=c. After correction, the reconstructed data
were well described by the MC as shown in Fig. 2.
For muons reaching the end of the channel, the momen-

tum measurement was made using TOF1 and TOF2. In this
case the absorber sits near the midpoint between the
detectors and the distance between them was larger than
the distance between TOF0 and TOF1 which results in a
slightly smaller uncertainty. In the selected samples, ∼90%
of muons reach TOF2. If no hit was recorded in TOF2, the
momentum measurement was made using TOF0 and
TOF1. The TOF01 distribution is shown in Fig. 3.
Characteristics of the time-of-flight samples selected

using TOF01 are shown in Table II. The resolution of
the TOF system was ≈70 ps which corresponds to
∼4–10 MeV=c depending on the momentum setting.
The agreement between the reconstructed momentum
and the simulated true muon momentum at the center of
the absorber is shown in Fig. 2(a) and a residual plot
(pReconstructed − pTruth) is shown in Fig. 2(b).

C. Data collection

Six datasets were collected during the ISIS user cycle
2015=04 using muon beams with a nominal 3 mm emit-
tance, at three nominal momenta (172, 200 and
240 MeV=c). The three datasets collected with the LiH
absorber in place are referred to as ‘LiH’ data while the
three datasets with no absorber in place are referred to as
“no absorber” data. The beams typically had RMS widths
of 30–36 mm and divergences of 9.0–9.4 mrad, after the
selection described in Sec. III D. The no absorber datasets
were used to determine the scattering attributable to the
tracking detectors and thus to extract the true MCS
distribution due to the LiH absorber. Two methods,
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FIG. 2. Top: comparison of the reconstructed and true mo-
mentum for the MC sample, for the bin with average momentum
200 MeV=c. Bottom: residual between reconstructed and true
momentum for the MC sample. The systematic error associated
with the momentum reconstruction is discussed in Sec. IV D.
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described in Sec. IV, were used. Positively charged muon
beams were used to minimize pion contamination, which
was measured to be less than 1.4% [29]. Positron con-
tamination was identified and rejected using the time-of-
flight system.

D. Event selection

The data from the three nominal muon beams were
merged into one sample and all muons in the sample
were treated identically. Unbiased scattering distributions
were selected from the data samples using the cuts listed in
Table III. The fraction of events selected by each cut is also
shown. Events that produced one space point in TOF0 and
one space point in TOF1 were selected. A beam diffuser,
otherwise used to increase the beam emittance, was fully
retracted for all of the runs used in this analysis. A fraction
of the muon beam traversed the diffuser ring in its retracted
position, adding additional energy loss. Any upstream
tracks that traversed the outer ring of the diffuser were
removed.
A fiducial selection to ensure that the unscattered

downstream track was likely to have been within the
volume of the downstream tracker was also applied. If
the upstream track, when projected to the downstream end
of the downstream tracker, passed outside of the fiducial
radius r0 ¼ 90 mm the track was rejected.
Finally, particles with a time of flight between stations

TOF0 and TOF1 compatible with the passage of a muon
(above 26 ns) were selected. The data were then binned
in 200 ps Δt01 bins (Fig. 3) to yield eleven quasi-
monochromatic samples. Most positrons, which had a
TOF between 25 and 26 ns, were excluded by this binning.
Three of these samples, with mean momentum of 172, 200

and 240 MeV=c and containing 0.19, 0.25 and 0.19% of
the total number of events respectively, were compared
to the GEANT4 and Molière models. The sample at
172 MeV=c enabled comparison with MuScat while sam-
ples at 200 and 240 MeV=c were of interest for the MICE
experiment. The selected sample sizes are shown in
Table IV.

E. Acceptance correction

The simulated geometric acceptance of the downstream
tracker as a function of the projected scattering angles θX
and θY is shown in Fig. 4. The acceptance depends on the
scattering angle so the scattering angle distributions must
be corrected by the acceptance determined from simulation.
The acceptance data were fitted by a seventh order
polynomial,

ϵ ¼ aþ bθ2i þ cθ4i þ dθ6i þ eθ7i ;

where i is the bin number and a, b, c, d and e are fit
parameters. This smoothed fluctuations in the tails of the
acceptance function.

TABLE II. Characteristics of the samples selected for model comparison; the standard deviation of the reconstructed momenta are
compared with the spread of true momenta of equivalent samples selected from the simulation.

Desired momentum
(MeV=c)

Lower TOF
limit (ns)

Upper TOF
limit (ns)

Measured
hpi (MeV=c)

Standard deviation
(MeV=c)

True MC momentum
spread (MeV=c)

172 28.60 28.80 171.55� 0.06 4.37� 0.06 4.82
200 27.89 28.09 199.93� 0.07 5.92� 0.05 5.97
240 27.16 27.36 239.76� 0.13 8.95� 0.09 8.21

TABLE III. Particle selection criteria and survival rates for the muon sample with a LiH absorber.

Selection Description
Fraction events

surviving each cut

Upstream track
selection

Exactly one TOF0 space point, exactly one TOF1 space point and one upstream track.
100.0%

Diffuser cut Upstream tracks were projected to the diffuser position. Any track outside the radius of the
diffuser aperture was rejected.

81.7%

Fiducial selection Upstream tracks, when projected to the far end of the downstream tracker, have a projected
distance from axis less than 90 mm.

3.7%

TABLE IV. Sample size after selection.

Absorber p (MeV=c) No. of events US No. of events DS

172 6479 5906
LiH 200 8589 8112

240 5612 5445
172 1500 1469

No Absorber 200 2025 1995
240 1394 1378
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F. Comparison to simulation

The MICE MC simulation models particles arising from
protons incident on the target. G4beamline [35] was used
to simulate particles from immediately after the target to
just upstream of TOF0. The remainder of MICE, including

the downstream portion of the beam line and cooling
channel, was simulated using MAUS [31]. The simulation
is handled in this way to reduce the computing resources
required, as only a small subset of particles at the target is
transported to the end of the cooling channel.
A comparison between the momentum distributions for

reconstructed MC and data for the selected samples at three
momenta (172, 200 and 240 MeV=c) is shown in Fig. 5.
The measured distributions of x and y positions and slopes
for the selected upstream muon samples are well described
by the GEANT4 (v9.6) MC, as illustrated in Fig. 6. All MC
scattering distributions include both statistical and system-
atic errors.

IV. RESULTS

A. Raw data MC comparison

The θX and θY distributions from the LiH and no
absorber data are compared to GEANT4 (v9.6) simulations
in Figs. 7–9 and the θ2Scatt distribution in Fig. 10, at three
momenta: 172, 200 and 240 MeV=c. The simulation gives
an adequate description of the data; a summary of the
comparison given in Table V. The integrals of these
distributions are between 88% and 96% demonstrating
that the selection criteria ensure high transmission for the
selected sample. In this analysis GEANT4 (v9.6) is used
with the QGSP_BERT (v4.0) physics list. In this configuration,
multiple Coulomb scattering is modelled by the
G4WentzelVI model [36,37]. The G4WentzelVI model is
a mixed algorithm simulating both the hard collisions one
by one and using a multiple scattering theory to treat the
effects of the soft collisions at the end of a given step;
this prevents the number of steps in the simulation from
becoming too large and also reduces the dependence on the
step length. This model is expected to provide results
similar in accuracy to single scattering but in a computa-
tionally efficient manner. Single scattering is based on the
assumption that the effect of multiple scattering can be
modeled as if the hard scatters are the sum of many
individual scatters while soft scatters are sampled from a
distribution. “Hard” scatters are inelastic and result in large-
angle deflections and large energy transfers. “Soft” scatters
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FIG. 4. The simulated fraction of events reconstructed by the
trackers as a function of scattering angle after event selection.
The red curve is an asymmetric seventh order polynomial fitted to
the points and used for the acceptance correction.

TABLE V. Distribution widths of multiple scattering in lithium hydride and the χ2 comparisons between data and the GEANT4

simulation. The χ2=NDF were calculated using the number of bins as the number of degrees of freedom. Statistical and systematic
uncertainties are given for the data distributions. Only statistical uncertainties are given for the model.

p ðMeV=cÞ Angle θData (mrad) θG4 (mrad) χ2=NDF P-value

171.55 θX 21.16� 0.28� 0.48 21.87� 0.25 23.67=31 0.79
171.55 θY 20.97� 0.27� 0.48 21.51� 0.25 37.86=31 0.15
199.93 θX 18.38� 0.18� 0.33 18.76� 0.09 17.75=31 0.96
199.93 θY 18.35� 0.18� 0.33 18.89� 0.09 27.93=31 0.57
239.76 θX 15.05� 0.17� 0.21 15.69� 0.06 8.07=31 1.00
239.76 θY 15.03� 0.16� 0.21 15.55� 0.06 8.23=31 1.00
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are elastic and result in small-angle deflections with small
energy transfers.

B. Convolution with scattering models

The data collected with the absorber were compared to
GEANT4 and the Molière scattering models by performing a
convolution of the scattering model with no absorber data.
The convolution,

nconvðθÞ ¼ nNAðθÞ � nmodelðθÞ; ð7Þ

where nconvðθÞ is the forward convolved distribution,
nNAðθÞ is the scattering distribution measured with the
no absorber data and nmodelðθÞ is the scattering distribution
predicted by the model, is performed by adding an angle
sampled from the predicted scattering distribution in the
absorber for a given model (GEANT4 or Molière) to the
angle determined from a given trajectory selected from
the no absorber data. This takes into account scattering
in the measurement system. The trajectories described by
the sum of angles are extrapolated to the downstream
tracker and if the track would not have been contained
within the downstream tracker then it is not shown in the
scattering distribution but the event is still counted in the

normalization. The net effect is a distribution, nconvðθÞ, that
is the convolution of the raw scattering model nmodelðθÞ
with the detector effects given by the no absorber distri-
bution nNAðθÞ. Plots of the lithium hydride absorber data
and the no absorber data convolved with either the GEANT4

simulation or the Molière model are shown in Fig. 11,
with the residuals shown in Fig. 12, and the results are
summarized in Table VI.
The Molière distributions for the lithium hydride

absorber were calculated using the procedure described
by Gottschalk [38] for mixtures and compounds. Pure
6LiH with a thickness of 4.498 g cm−2 was assumed.
Distributions were calculated for monoenergetic muons
of 172, 200 and 240 MeV=c. Because the muon energy
loss is small—about 11 MeV—the muon momentum was
taken to be constant through the absorber.
Fano’s correction to the Molière distribution was used to

account for the scattering by atomic electrons. The values
of the parameter Uin, which appears in the correction, were
−Uin ¼ 3.6 for hydrogen, as calculated exactly by Fano,
and −Uin ¼ 5.0 for lithium as suggested by Gottschalk for
other materials.
A cubic spline was used to interpolate between the

tabulated points of the functions given by Molière and
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FIG. 5. Comparison of reconstructed muon momentum at the center of the absorber for the 172, 200 and 240 MeV=c samples for data
and simulation.
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Bethe. Systematic errors in the calculation arising from, for
example, the description of the absorber as pure 6LiH were
estimated to be of the order of one percent.
The calculated widths, θm, of the central Gaussian term

of the projected Molière distributions are given in
Table VII. If scattering by electrons is not included,
i.e., Fano’s electron correction is set to zero, the distri-
butions are approximately twenty percent narrower. We
note that Bethe’s ansatz Z2 → ZðZ þ 1Þ [6] to describe

the electron contribution is inappropriate here because
the maximum kinematically allowed scattering angle of
a 200 MeV=c muon by an electron is of the order of
4 milliradians, much less than the width of the scattering
distribution. The Molière predictions shown in Table VII
differ from those shown in Table VI as these are the
predictions solely from the Molière calculation not the
Molière prediction convolved with MICE no absorber
scattering data.
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FIG. 6. Comparison between Monte Carlo simulations and data for muons in the 200 MeV=c sample with the LiH absorber installed.
All distributions are for the selected muons at the upstream reference plane. Top left: x distribution, top right: y distribution, bottom left:
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TABLE VI. Distribution widths of multiple scattering in lithium hydride data compared to no absorber data convolved with two
different models of scattering (GEANT4 and Molière). The χ2=NDFwere calculated using the number of bins as the number of degrees of
freedom. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are given for the data distributions.

p ðMeV=cÞ Angle θData (mrad) θG4 (mrad) χ2=NDF P-value θMol (mrad) χ2=NDF P-value

171.55 θX 21.16� 0.28� 0.48 21.36� 0.05 30.29=31 0.45 22.64� 0.06 34.72=31 0.25
171.55 θY 20.97� 0.27� 0.48 21.32� 0.05 29.10=31 0.51 22.58� 0.06 41.14=31 0.08
199.93 θX 18.38� 0.18� 0.33 18.09� 0.03 21.78=31 0.86 19.00� 0.04 28.04=31 0.57
199.93 θY 18.35� 0.18� 0.33 18.02� 0.03 26.98=31 0.62 18.98� 0.04 35.41=31 0.23
239.76 θX 15.05� 0.17� 0.21 15.07� 0.02 4.08=31 1.00 15.62� 0.02 9.48=31 1.00
239.76 θY 15.03� 0.16� 0.21 15.11� 0.02 3.44=31 1.00 15.70� 0.02 8.62=31 1.00
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C. Deconvolution

To determine the underlying scattering distribution in the
absorber, the effects of scattering in nonabsorber materials
and the detector resolution must be deconvolved from the
measured scattering distribution. The measured scattering
distribution with the absorber in the MICE channel can be
written

s0ðiÞ ¼ AðiÞ
Xk¼31

k¼0

sðkÞðhði − kÞ=Aði − kÞÞ; ð8Þ

where s0ðiÞ is the number of events measured in the ith bin
with the absorber in the channel, sðkÞ is the scattering

distribution due only to the absorber material without the
detector, hði − kÞ is the no absorber scattering distribution
which includes the detector resolution and AðiÞ is the
acceptance function at bin (i). This system of linear
equations can be written in matrix form as

s⃗0 ¼ Hs⃗ ð9Þ

where s⃗0 is the a vector where each entry is the number of
events in a bin of the scattering distribution of all material
in the channel. Similarly for s⃗ but for a scattering
distribution of only the absorber and H is a matrix which
transforms one to the other. The unfolding step employs
Gold’s [39] deconvolution algorithm to extract the true
scattering distribution (s) solely due to the absorber
material, as described in [40] and implemented in the
ROOT [41] TSpectrum class. The advantages of using the
Gold deconvolution algorithm are that it does not rely on
simulated data or scattering models and is a purely data-
driven technique making use of all of the data collected.
The output of the deconvolution is compared to the GEANT4

and Molière prediction in Fig. 13.
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FIG. 7. Scattering probability functions θX and θY reconstructed from the 172 MeV=cmuon beam with (top) and without (bottom) the
LiH absorber in place compared to reconstructed MC scattering distributions. The black points are the real data and the blue open
squares are the simulated data.

TABLE VII. Calculated widths, θm, of the central Gaussian
term of the projected Molière distribution for the lithium hydride
absorber at each selected muon momentum.

Momentum MeV=c θm milliradians

172 20.03
200 16.87
240 13.60
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D. Systematic uncertainties

Six contributions to the systematic uncertainty in the
scattering distributions are considered here; uncertainties
in the time of flight; measured alignment; fiducial
radius; choice of plane in which to measure scattering;
effect of pion contamination; and in the deconvolution
procedure. To calculate the systematic uncertainty for the
individual bins of the scattering plots shown in Figs. 7–10
and 13 the numerical derivative is calculated with the
expression

σsys;i ¼
dni
dα

σα ≈
Δni
Δα

σα; ð10Þ

whereΔni is the change in the number of entries in a bin that
results from altering a parameter α with a known uncertainty
σα in the analysis or simulation by an amount Δα. The
uncertainty in the measured width of the distribution is
calculated in a similar way using

σsys ≈
Δθ0
Δα

σα; ð11Þ

where Δθ0 is the change in the width of the scattering
distribution when measured in either the x or y projection.
The systematic uncertainties are reported for the RMS width
of the θX distribution (θ0;X) and the width of the θY
distribution (θ0;Y) separately.
A significant systematic uncertainty is due to the TOF

selection criteria which directly impact the momentum
range of the particles used in the scattering measurement.
The scale is set using the measured 70 ps uncertainty on
the time-of-flight measurement. The effect of particles
incorrectly appearing inside or outside of the 200 ps bin
selection window is determined by offsetting the no
absorber data by 200 ps and the change in the measured
scattering width is treated as the systematic uncertainty.
Uncertainties in the alignment have a direct effect on

the angles measured by the tracker. The alignment of
the MICE trackers is characterized by offsets parallel
to x and y, with an uncertainty of 0.2 mm, and angles of
rotation about the x and y axes, with an uncertainty of
0.07 mrad. The uncertainties in the width of the scattering
distributions were extracted from a number of pseudo-
experiments, where the alignment parameters were varied
in each iteration.
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FIG. 8. Scattering probability functions θX and θY reconstructed from the 200 MeV=cmuon beam with (top) and without (bottom) the
LiH absorber in place compared to reconstructed MC scattering distributions. The black points are the real data and the blue open
squares are the simulated data.
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The choice of the fiducial region may systematically
affect the results. A scan over the possible values of the
fiducial radius was completed and the variation in the
width of the scattering distributions for samples adjacent
to the selected value of 90 mm was used to set the
uncertainty.
The definitions of the scattering angles are given in

Sec. II and the Appendix. In the definition of the projected
scattering angles, θx and θy, v̂ is the unit vector mutually
orthogonal to the y direction and the momentum vector and
û is the unit vector parallel to the upstream momentum
vector. They are related via the formula

v̂ ¼ ŝ × û; ð12Þ

where ˆs⃗ is arbitrarily defined as ŝ ¼ ð0;−1; 0Þ. This
expression defines a direction perpendicular to a plane
containing the upstream track. There are an infinite number
of planes that contain this track, so we consider the
uncertainty introduced by the definition of ˆs⃗ by rotating
it between 0° and 180°, in increments of 1°, around the
x-axis, with the analysis repeated after each increment. The

resulting maximum change in measured scattering angle is
included in the systematic uncertainties in Table VIII.
The MICE muon beam has pion contamination with an

upper limit fπ < 1.4% at 90% C.L. [29]. To measure the
effect of this contamination on the scattering measurement
for muons, a Monte Carlo study was performed. The
measurement was simulated with the MICE beam, includ-
ing simulated impurities, and a pure muon sample, with the
systematic error being the difference between the two
results.
The difference between the deconvolved result and the

true scattering distribution from a GEANT4 simulation was
taken to be an additional source of systematic error. This
accounts for any bias introduced by the Gold deconvolution
procedure. The systematic uncertainties for the deconvo-
lution procedure showed significant variation from bin to
bin so a parabolic smoothing function was used to assign
the systematic uncertainty to each bin.
All systematic uncertainties, and their quadratic combi-

nation, for the three selected momenta of 172, 200 and
240 MeV=c are included in Table VIII. The dominant
systematic uncertainties are those in the momentum scale
of the TOF system and the deconvolution procedure.
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E. Model comparisons

The residual between the scattering distribution in data
and that predicted by the models is used to quantify the
level of agreement between data and simulation. The
normalized residual is defined as

residual ¼ pdataðθiÞ − psimulationðθiÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ2stat þ

P
σ2sys;i

q ð13Þ

where pdataðθiÞ is the probability of scattering at angle θi
measured with the MICE data and psimulationðθiÞ is the
probability of scattering predicted by the corresponding
model. The systematic uncertainties σ2sys;i, discussed in
Sec. IV D, are calculated and summed in quadrature on a
bin by bin level. The χ2 derived from these residuals
appears in Table V. The χ2 between the scattering distri-
bution from the data and that predicted by the model is
calculated using

χ2 ¼
XN
i¼0

ðpdataðθiÞ − psimulationðθiÞÞ2
σ2stat þ

P
sysσ

2
sys;i

ð14Þ

where N is the number of bins and sys is the number of
systematic errors. The χ2 was calculated using 31 data
points and demonstrates good agreement between data and
MC. The χ2 calculation in Eq. (14) was repeated for both
the forward convolution comparison to real data and for
the comparison between the deconvolved data and the
GEANT4 and Molière models. The systematic uncertainties
are added on a bin by bin basis in the calculation of the
χ2 in Eq. (14).
There is very little difference between the GEANT4

simulation, the Molière calculations and the deconvolved
data. The deconvolved θX and θY multiple scattering
distributions on lithium hydride for the 172, 200 and
240 MeV=c muon samples are shown in Fig. 13, and
these are compared with a GEANT4 LiH simulation and the
Molière calculation.
The distributions of the projections in θX and θY were

characterized using a Gaussian fit within a �45 mrad
range, with the results shown in Table IX for deconvolved
data using the Gold deconvolution algorithm and the true
distributions extracted from the GEANT4 simulation and
the Molière model calculation. The table shows that the
deconvolved θX and θY projections of the scattering
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distributions are approximately consistent with the GEANT4

and Molière distributions, but the Molière distribution is
systematically wider than the rest and significantly wider
than that given by GEANT4.

F. Momentum-dependent measurements

The selected samples are plotted as a function of mean
momentum for each sample, to confirm the dependence of

the widths of the scattering distributions on momentum.
The number of events contained in each TOF bin is
between 3500 and 9000 events. The deconvolved scattering
widths as a function of momentum are shown in Fig. 14.
The widths, θ0, are fitted to

θ0 ¼
13.6 ½MeV=c�a

pβ
; ð15Þ
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FIG. 11. Scattering probability functions reconstructed from the 172, 200 and 240 MeV=cmuon beams with the LiH absorber in place
(black dots) compared to the GEANT4 scattering model (blue dots) and the Molière model (red dots) in LiH convolved with the no
absorber distribution.
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where a is a fit coefficient, motivated by Eq. (3), where the
β dependence of the log term is negligible, changing the
calculated value by less than 1%.
The coefficient, a, is compared with the prediction from

the PDG formula in Eq. (3). The values of the coefficients,
a, determined from the fits to the θ0;X and θ0;Y distributions
are shown in Table X. The numerical derivative of the

momentum with respect to TOF of the sample was
calculated and used to assess the systematic uncertainty
associated with the measurement.
Measurements using the projected angles are systemati-

cally smaller than the PDG prediction. The average of the
two fits to the θ0;X and θ0;Y muon scattering widths as a
function of momentum yields a ¼ 208.1� 1.5 mrad,
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FIG. 12. Scattering residuals between data with the LiH absorber and no absorber data convolved with either GEANT4 or the Molière
scattering models in LiH for the 172, 200 and 240 MeV=c samples. The residuals are normalized to the estimated uncertainty in the data
in each bin. The agreement improves at higher momentum where the scattering distributions are narrower.
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which is 9% smaller than the value proposed by the PDG
formula, a ¼ 226.7 mrad, but still within the uncertainties
of that approximate formula, Eq. (3), which is quoted as
accurate to 11%.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Presented here is an analysis of the LiH multiple
Coulomb scattering data taken during ISIS user run

2015=04 using MICE. These data were compared to the
GEANT4 (v9.6) default scattering model [11] and the full
Molière calculation [4,5]. A χ2 statistic was used to make
quantitative statements about the validity of the proposed
models. Three approaches are taken; the measured LiH and
no absorber scattering distributions were compared to
GEANT4, the forward convolution using the no absorber
data was compared to both GEANT4 and the Molière model
and the deconvolution of the LiH scattering data using the
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FIG. 13. Projected θX and θY multiple scattering probability functions at 172, 200 and 240 MeV=c after deconvolution. The GEANT4
and Molière scattering distributions in LiH are provided for comparison.
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no absorber data was compared to both GEANT4 and the
Molière model. In all cases the GEANT4 scattering widths
agreed with the measured data at each of the nominal
momenta, but the Molière model produces systematically
wider distributions.
The momentum dependence of scattering was examined

by selecting 200 ps time of flight samples from the muon
beam data. The momentum dependence from 160 to
245 MeV=c was compared to the dependence in Eq. (3),
from the PDG [3], and it was found that the measured
RMS scattering width is about 9% smaller than the
approximate PDG estimation, but within the latter’s stated
uncertainty.

TABLE VIII. Systematic uncertainties associated with the
width of the scattering distributions of θ0;X and θ0;Y in three
representative momentum bins.

p ðMeV=cÞ Type Δθ0;X (mrad) Δθ0;Y (mrad)

171.55 TOF selection 0.64 0.64
Alignment < 0.01 0.01
Fiducial radius < 0.01 < 0.01
θ angle definition < 0.01 < 0.01
π contamination < 0.01 < 0.01
Deconvolution 1.25 1.19

Total sys. 1.39 1.35

199.93 TOF selection 0.29 0.29
Alignment 0.02 < 0.01
Fiducial radius 0.01 0.01
θ definition < 0.01 < 0.01
π contamination < 0.01 < 0.01
Deconvolution 0.70 0.47

Total sys. 0.73 0.54

239.76 TOF selection 0.27 0.27
Alignment < 0.01 < 0.01
Fiducial radius 0.01 0.01
θ definition < 0.01 < 0.01
π contamination 0.01 0.01
Deconvolution 0.27 0.41

Total sys. 0.36 0.49

TABLE IX. Widths of best fit Gaussian fitted to central�45 mrad of scattering distributions after deconvolution compared to GEANT4
and Molière models. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are given for the data distributions. Only statistical uncertainties are given
for the GEANT4 model.

p ðMeV=cÞ Angle θmeas
Gold (mrad) θtrueG4 (mrad) θtrueMolière (mrad)

171.55 θX 19.03� 0.26� 1.39 18.62� 0.13 20.03
171.55 θY 18.95� 0.24� 1.35 18.59� 0.12 20.03
199.93 θX 16.59� 0.17� 0.73 15.82� 0.05 16.87
199.93 θY 16.36� 0.17� 0.55 15.82� 0.05 16.87
239.76 θX 13.29� 0.17� 0.37 13.16� 0.04 13.60
239.76 θY 13.21� 0.16� 0.49 13.10� 0.04 13.60
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FIG. 14. The results of the scattering analysis using data in a
number of momentum bins. Scattering widths are reported after
application of the Gold deconvolution.

TABLE X. Results of the fit to the scattering widths as a
function of momentum, given by Eq. (15). The value predicted by
the PDG is also shown.

Angle a (mrad)

θ0;X 206.6� 2.1
θ0;Y 210.2� 2.1
PDG 226.7
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APPENDIX: DEFINITION OF SCATTERING
ANGLES

The projections of the scattering angle onto the y-z or
x-z plane, angles θX and θY , are defined by considering
the inner product of the downstream momentum pDS with
the component of the upstream momentum vector pUS,
perpendicular to the projection plane. The scattering
projection into the plane defined by the momentum vector
and the y-axis is

θY ¼ arctan

�
pDS · v̂
pDS · û

�
¼ arctan

�
pDS · ðŷ × pUSÞjpUSj
ðpDS · pUSÞjŷ × pUSj

�
;

ðA1Þ

where ŷ is the unit vector in the y direction, v̂ ¼ ŷ ×
pUS=jŷ × pUSj is the unit vector mutually orthogonal to the
y direction and the momentum vector and û ¼ pUS=jpUSj
is the unit vector parallel to the upstream momentum

vector. A scattering angle in the perpendicular plane must
then be defined as

θX ¼ arctan

�
jpUSj

pDS · ðpUS × ðŷ × pUSÞÞ
jpUS × ðŷ × pUSÞjpDS · pUS

�
; ðA2Þ

where the downstream vector is now projected onto the unit
vector v̂ ¼ pUS × ðŷ × pUSÞ=jpUS × ðŷ × pUSÞj. These two
expressions can be expressed in terms of the gradients of
the muon tracks before and after the scatters,

θY ¼ arctan

8<
:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðdxdzÞ2US

þ ðdydzÞ2US

q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðdxdzÞ2US

q

×

 
ðdxdzÞDS

− ðdxdzÞUS

1þ ðdxdzÞUS
ðdxdzÞDS

þ ðdydzÞUS
ðdydzÞDS

!)
; ðA3Þ

θX ¼ arctan

8<
:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þðdxdzÞ2US

þðdydzÞ2US

ð1þðdxdzÞ2USþðdydzÞ2USÞð1þðdxdzÞ2USÞ

vuut

×

 
ðdydzÞDS

ð1þðdxdzÞ2US
Þþ ððdxdzÞDS

ðdxdzÞUS
− 1ÞðdydzÞUS

1þðdxdzÞUSðdxdzÞDSþðdydzÞUSðdydzÞDS

!9=
;:

ðA4Þ

In the approximation of small angles (i.e., dx
dz ≈

dy
dz ≪ 1)

these produce the more familiar forms

θX ¼
�
dy
dz

�
DS

−
�
dy
dz

�
US

ðA5Þ

for scattering about the x-axis or

θY ¼
�
dx
dz

�
DS

−
�
dx
dz

�
US

ðA6Þ

for scattering about the y-axis. The more exact expressions,
Eqs. (A3) and (A4), are used throughout for this analysis.
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